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1. Please provide a brief introduction, including your name, the
genre(s) you write in, previous work and where you are based.
My name is Tony Nesca. I was born in Torino, Italy in 1965 and moved to Canada
at the age of three. I was raised in Winnipeg but relocated back to Italy several
times until finally settling in Winnipeg in 1980. I started writing prose and poetry at
the age of 27 after several years of playing in an alternative rock bar band. I
published my first chapbook of stories and poems in 1994 at the age of 29. I write
literary fiction in the form of novels, short stories and poetry. I have published six
chapbooks of stories and poems (which I used to sell straight out of my knapsack
at local dives and bookstores), six novels, five books of poetry and stories, and one
collection of short stories.

2. Which of your books / pieces of writing are you most proud of, and
why?
That's hard to choose - I think my favourites are my novel, About A Girl, and my
short story collection, Junkyard Lucy. About A Girl is my second novel, published in
2005, and it was my 8th book. The reason why I dig this one so much is because it
was the first time that my own complete voice came through, when everything finally
coalesced and came together. Every writer and artist starts by mirroring their
heroes, after a while, if you keep at it, your own voice starts speaking louder than
the rest. My work was original from the beginning, but About A Girl is when it really
spoke through me exclusively. Junkyard Lucy is a short story collection with subtly
intertwining characters. I experimented with this one by writing the first person
stories, the ones based on my life, in my free-flow, spontaneous, street-lyric, with
sentences that go on for pages, and writing the other stories, the third person
fictional ones, in a short, terse, straight-to-the-point, Carveresque style. And the two
blended quite well, surprisingly. I was very satisfied with this book, it remains one of
my personal favourites.

3. How long on average does it take you to write a book?
Like I said before, for the most part, though not always, I write in a quasispontaneous, free-flow style, which means I plan very little, no outlines, just a very
basic idea and where it might go. Then I begin - spontaneously, without any
checks and balances, without restraint, and when finished I give it my one-rewritemethod, go through it once then never touch it again. This is done to keep the
writing natural, to keep the flow instinctual, to keep that "live" music feel. Thus, my
books get written quite fast most of the time. My first novel was written in 5 weeks.
My second in 8 weeks. But my third took me almost a year. I wrote that one in a
completely different style - this one was planned out, and I rewrote it several
times, I even got blocked halfway through, which never happened to me before or
since. On average, I rarely spend more than 2 months on a book, though there
may be breaks in the process of writing because life can throw some real shit at
you and get in the way of anything.

4. What is the most difficult part of your artistic process?
I don't find the artistic process difficult - some projects have required more
time and effort and may have gotten frustrating at moments, but that's the
exception for me, not the norm. I find writing to be a natural experience, it comes
out of me easily for the most part (not always). It's a great experience. On a really
good night, it's like hanging out with a good friend - just shooting the shit, laughing,
exchanging philosophies, listening to Lou Reed nice and loud. This doesn't mean
that the emotions going down on the page don't wrench my guts out, because they
do, I write about life, and life gets heavy at times. But the process itself is never
difficult.

5. Do you read your book
reviews? How do you deal with
bad or good ones?
I do read reviews and I deal with
them the same way any sane man
would - smile about the good
reviews, frown about the bad.

6. What does literary success look like to you?
There are two different moments where I feel literary success - on the
satisfaction that I am doing what I consider to be good work and having other
people read it and agree. Then there's feeling of success on simply finishing a
book and publishing it, seeing it in print. Everything else would be fantastic,
money and a small fame might be cool, but they're extra things. The success is
doing, completing, the work.

7. How many unpublished and half-finished books do you have?
I don't have any unfinished books, it's rare that I don't see a project through.

8. What’s your favorite under-appreciated novel?
Well, I don't have any under-appreciated novels that aren't respected in the
literary fields, or in a cult manner. But it bothers me that the general public doesn't
like, or perhaps doesn't even know, who Henry Miller is.

9. Do you want each book to stand on its own, or are you trying to
build a body of work with connections between each book?
I write two different ways - either it's semi-autobiographical, first person, or
it's third person fiction. The semi-autobiographical works are all connected because
they are the ongoing story of an individual. Some characters repeat, locales repeat,
etc.. But each novel, story or poem, can stand on its own as a complete work. The
third person fiction has a few characters that have reappeared in multiple stories or
poems, but for the most part they are not connected.

